
POTE' MALAYSIA
Special formulation for marbles and granites.Mix of 99% pure tin oxide 

Line
POLISHING POWDERS

Function
special formulation for marbles and granites. Mix of 99% pure tin oxide and other polishing substances of
very fine grain for wet polishing by traditional polishing machines. Because its very high quality it is
suggested the use as additive to the other polishing powders in case of surfaces of difficult polishing.

Materials
Marbles,granites

How to use
Clean the surface and remove any mechanical residue: nails, brick dust, crushed stone, etc. Apply 30 to
60 grams of product per square meter of surface (1-2 oz/yÂ²), sprinkling the powder over surface; then
place the machine's felt pad on top of the powder, dampen area and buff to obtain a milky consistency.
Work a few square yards at a time. Buffing will cause the water to evaporate, and the drying marble will be
polished. A patina of product will remain on the surface; on a small area use a rag to remove the surface
patina and check the level of gloss underneath. Repeat procedure if desired. After completing the polishing
phase on the entire surface to be treated, remove the residual patina by washing with Neutrex diluted in a
1:5 water solution. Rinse with clear water. After drying (24 to 48 hours) apply the anti-infiltrant Imperston to
preserve the polish and avoid staining from oil, food, etc.

Packaging
Kg 1-5-10 

Characteristics
Mix of 99% pure tin oxide and other polishing substances of very fine grain for damp polishing by
traditional polishing machines.

Important
A PRELIMINARY TEST IN A SMALL, HIDDEN, AREA IS RECOMMENDED BEFORE THE APPLICATION
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